
  

CABOURG [R-H] - 13 August 
Race 1 - PRIX DES COREOPSIS -  2725m MOBILE D75 Harness. Purse EUR €25,000. 

1. HERADAMES - Scored by 0.75L in a class E course and distance event prior to a good second at Enghien 

in a grade C walk up. Key chance on mobile debut from a good draw.  

2. HOW DEEP FERM - Running well in higher grades of late and more than capable back behind the mobile. 

Not ruled out.  

3. HARINA DREAM - 2.25L fifth in a class C walk up at Enghien twenty days ago. Solid form in autostarts and 

not ruled out.  

4. HELLO PANAME - Two from four behind the mobile and ran a 2.75L fourth in a class C autostart contest 

at Enghien sixteen days ago. Not discounted.  

5. GALAGO DU CADRAN - Two wins and three seconds in last six starts. Returns to a shoeing combination 

he has an excellent record in. Claims.  

6. HELIOS SOMOLLI - Completed a hat-trick including a success in this grade at Vincennes prior to a solid 

third in a class C at the same track 42 days ago. Three from four behind the mobile. Key chance.  

7. HIPPOCRATE - Runner up on his last three starts including twice at class C level. Unexposed behind the 

mobile. Strong claims.  

8. HARRAH DIBAH - Yet to find the frame in three starts behind the mobile but capable stepping down in 

grade.  

9. HARMONY LOVE - Mixed form in a variety of grades recently and holds each way claims.  

10. HERAKLION DESBOIS - 4L sixth in a class C walk up at Enghien sixteen days back. Frame contender.  

11. HARROGATE - 3.25L fifth in a class B event at Meslay-Du-Maine eight days ago. May have more to offer 

racing without shoes for the first time.  

12. GAME ATTITUDE - Below par on last two outings. Best watched.  

13. HERCULE DE LEAU - 0.75L second in a class E course and distance event a month ago. Scored in a 

grade C contest at Vincennes on sole mobile start. Key player.  

Summary: HELIOS SOMOLLI (6) completed a hat-trick including a success in this grade at Vincennes prior 
to a solid third in a class C at the same venue latest. Three from four behind the mobile. Leading claims in 
current form. HERCULE DE LEAU (13) produced a 0.75L second in a class E course and distance contest. 
Scored in a grade C at Vincennes on sole mobile start. Key chance. HIPPOCRATE (7) has finished second 
on his last three starts including twice at class C level. Unexposed behind the mobile. Strong contender. 
GALAGO DU CADRAN (5) arrives in excellent form and has a top record in this shoeing combination. In the 
mix. HERADAMES (1) completes the shortlist. 

Selections 

HELIOS SOMOLLI (6) - HERCULE DE LEAU (13) - HIPPOCRATE (7) - GALAGO DU CADRAN (5) - 
HERADAMES (1)  



Race 2 - PRIX DES LISERONS -  2750m WALK-UP E59 Harness. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. GENTLEMAN PIYA - 2.25L fifth in a class D course and distance event a week ago. Frame contender.  

2. GOSPEL VET - Made all for back-to-back successes including over course and distance prior to a 3L fifth 

in this grade on the grass at Royan La Palmyre. Key chance without shoes.  

3. GARD - Back-to-back thirds including in a class D track and trip walk up three weeks ago. Notable runner.  

4. FIACRE DU CHENE - Mixed form in a variety of grades recently and remains a 55 race maiden. Best 

watched.  

5. FEU DE REVOLTE - Found the frame on his last three starts all in this grade. Each way player.  

6. GRANIT DU GERS - Scored in this grade four back and could be involved if bouncing back from a below 

par sixth on the grass at a country track.  

7. FURIOSO FLIGNY - Two lower grade victories and four DQ from his last six outings. Dangerous to dismiss 

if maintaining stride.  

8. GAVROCHE DE L'ITON - 6.5L fourth in a class E walk up at Meslay-du-Maine eight days ago. Each way 

claims.  

9. GENTLE DREAM - 2.5L fifth in a class E walk up at Villereal just under two weeks ago. Could find the 

frame.  

10. FLAMBANT DU GERS - 3L fourth in a grade E contest at Le Mans just under two weeks ago. Each way 

player.  

11. GRAFFITI BOND - 0.75L second in a class D course and distance walk up three weeks ago. Found the 

frame on all four starts in this shoeing combination. Key player.  

12. GAGNANT - Narrow success in a lower grade walk up over track and trip. In the mix for a good driver.  

Summary: GRAFFITI BOND (11) finished ahead of GARD (3) when the pair were second and third in a class 
D course and distance walk up three weeks ago. The former was only denied 0.75L and has found the frame 
on all four starts in this shoeing combination. Leading chance. The latter arrives in good form and must be 
respected in this suitable event. GOSPEL VET (2) made all for back-to-back wins including over track and 
journey prior to a 3L fifth in this grade on the grass at Royan La Palmyre. Goes well without shoes and 
dangerous if getting an easy lead. GAGNANT (12) cannot be ruled out. 

Selections 

GRAFFITI BOND (11) - GARD (3) - GOSPEL VET (2) - GAGNANT (12)  



Race 3 - PRIX BRUNO COQUATRIX -  2750m WALK-UP D263 HCP Harness. Purse EUR €40,000. 

1. FILOU DE CHARDET - Excellent record in this shoeing combination and not discounted stepping back up 

in grade following a 3L Saint-Malo success.  

2. DIPLOMATE - Arrives out of form and others preferred.  

3. CHOUAN DU HOUR - Sole piece of recent form has come from behind the mobile. Best watched.  

4. CADOR DE BABEL - Mixed recent form in a variety of grades. One for the exotics on best figures.  

5. EMOI SPECIAL - Arrives on a six-timer following a string of lower grade successes. Leading chance upped 

in standard with a good record without shoes.  

6. DIAMANT DU SAM - Safely accounted in recent starts predominately at a lower level. More needed.  

7. ETAT CIVIL - 3.25L sixth in a class E course and distance event ten days ago. Not discounted.  

8. FILLETTE DEL GREEN - Arrives in excellent form after a string of good efforts including in higher grades. 

Strong claims.  

9. DES SABOTS D'OR - Trio of turf victories recently in this class and dangerous if replicating that form on 

this surface.  

10. DESIGN JENILOU - 1.25L third in a class E walk up at Meslay-du-Maine eight days ago. One to note.  

11. BAD BOY NEP - Majority of his form has come in mounted events. Best watched in a driven race.  

12. EMILIUS DE PLAY - All form has come in mounted races. Others preferred.  

13. DONUTS DELADOU - Beaten out of sight at Graignes last time out. Opposed.  

14. CONCERTO COINTERIE - Moderate runs around this grade of late but goes well over this distance. Not 

ruled out.  

Summary: The progressive EMOI SPECIAL (5) arrives on a six-timer following a string of lower grade 
successes. Leading chance upped in standard with a good record racing barefoot. FILOU DE CHARDET (1) 
has an excellent strike rate in this shoeing combination and is not discounted stepping back up in grade 
following a 3L Saint-Malo success. FILLETTE DEL GREEN (8) is in strong form after a string of good efforts 
including in higher grades. Contender at this level. CONCERTO COINTERIE (14) goes well over this distance 
and may have more to offer. DESIGN JENILOU (10) is one to note. 

Selections 

EMOI SPECIAL (5) - FILOU DE CHARDET (1) - FILLETTE DEL GREEN (8) - CONCERTO COINTERIE 
(14) - DESIGN JENILOU (10)  



Race 4 - PRIX DES NIVEOLES -  2725m MOBILE E9 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. IMPACT DES BAUX - Two fair efforts in this grade recently and not discounted for a good driver.  

2. INDIAN SUMMER - Fifth in a lower grade contest on the grass at Brehal eleven days ago. Market can guide 

on mobile debut.  

3. ILLUSTRE MAN - Fifth in a class E walk up on the grass at a country track. Could find the frame on first 

mobile outing.  

4. ISCO DU MONCEL - Second on last two outings but coming at lower levels. Well drawn and cannot be 

ruled out.  

5. IN LOVE WINNER - Made all for a 2.5L success in a class F mounted race at this venue seventeen days 

ago. Needs to prove he can do it in a driven contest.  

6. IMAKO VERDERIE - Third in a class F walk up on the grass at Brehal eleven days ago. Not discounted if 

replicating on this surface.  

7. IMTITI - DQ on four of his six career starts. Risks attached.  

8. IN LOVE COLOR - DQ on two of four starts to date but ran a solid race when a 1.75L fourth behind re-

opposing rivals at Lisieux. Not discounted.  

9. ISARIO VENESI - Scored in a class F mounted race on the grass at a country track eleven days ago. Needs 

to prove it in a driven contest. 

10. IPIK DE BELFOND - 10L success in a class F walk up at Biarritz a fortnight ago. Strong claims upped in 

grade.  

11. IZ OF CAMARO - 0.75L second in a class E walk up at Lisieux on debut 25 days ago. Key chance.  

Summary: IPIK DE BELFOND (10) scored by 10L in a class F walk up at Biarritz a fortnight ago. Leading 
chance upped in standard. IZ OF CAMARO (11) showed plenty of promise when 0.75L second in a class E 
walk up at Lisieux on debut. Key chance with progress likely. ISCO DU MONCEL (4) has finished runner up 
on last two outings at lower levels. Well drawn and cannot be ruled out. IMAKO VERDERIE (6) is one to note 
back on this surface. 

Selections 

IPIK DE BELFOND (10) - IZ OF CAMARO (11) - ISCO DU MONCEL (4) - IMAKO VERDERIE (6)  



Race 5 - PRIX DES DAUPHINELLES -  2050m MOBILE E22 Harness. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. HOBBY D'ERABLE - Second in this grade at Brehal last time. Rates well on that performance and goes 

well for this driver. Keep safe. 

2. HILTON DU HOULET - Placed on three consecutive runs earlier in the campaign. Dropped below that level 

the last twice but no surprise were he to bounce back. Each way chance. 

3. HENRY DOUZOU - Game 1L winner at provincial track three starts ago and struggled since. Do not entirely 

rule out here however. 

4. HERCULE DE BEA - Let down favourite backers in this grade but clearly it is felt he is capable of winning 

at this level. Interesting should the money come once more. 

5. HYTHO D'ALCI - Game 1.25L winner at Amiens and then good placed effort returned there last time. In 

great form at present and easy to fancy once more. 

6. HATTILA - Won five starts ago and has placed twice since. Should remain in good form and is open to 

further improvement. Shortlist.  

7. HURRICANE CEIJY - DQ in better race than this last time but interesting judged on reappearance and has 

an each way chance here. 

8. HOLIDAY DREAM - DQ here last time and needs to re-find form but a threat to all on best.  

9. HOLD UP DE CHENU - 7.75L fifth at Brehal. Needs to improve upon that if he is to trouble the principals. 

10. HURRY CASH BEYLEV - Looked limited so far and happy to oppose here.  

Summary: HYTHO D'ALCI (5) is thriving at present following game victory two starts ago and a good placed 
effort last time. Can progress further and looks the one to beat. HOBBY D'ERABLE (1) placed in this grade 
last time. Clearly in good form and goes well for this driver. Look to hold safe. HATTILA (6) has been running 
consistently well this campaign. Solid each way pick. HERCULE DE BEA (4) was supported into favouritism 
last time but ran below expectation. Interesting if improving. 

Selections 

HYTHO D'ALCI (5) - HOBBY D'ERABLE (1) - HATTILA (6) - HERCULE DE BEA (4)  



Race 6 - PRIX DES SOUCIS -  2050m MOBILE E2 Harness. Purse EUR €16,000. 

1. JACKPOT DES BORDES - Beaten 15L on debut. Will need to improve sharply upon that if he is to factor 

second up. 

2. JACK L'EVENTREUR - Down the field in a trial recently. Market likely to guide on debut.  

3. JOVIAL - Placed at Carentan second up. That was a promising run and can improve further. Shortlist.  

4. JAG STRYCK - First time starter for Cyrille Buhigne. Market check advised following promising trial. 

5. JOCDOR - 9L fifth at Enghien on debut. That was a promising start to his career and drops in grade for 

this. Should improve and is easy to fancy.  

6. JUNIOR MESLOIS - 9L fourth at Ranes second up was a much improved run compared to debut effort. 

Each way claims if improving similarly here. 

7. JOKER DREAM - Colt by Titan D’occagnes. Makes debut at realistic level and no surprise were he to 

factor.  

8. JOYNER SPORT - Placed in a trial and now makes official debut. Has good driver booked and likely to give 

a bold showing.  

Summary: JOCDOR (5) made a promising start to his career at Enghien. Drops in grade and should only 
improve. Likely to take the beating. JOVIAL (3) placed at Carentan second up. Should continue progressing 
and is easy to fancy. JOYNER SPORT (8) placed in a recent trial. Interesting first up under rules and worth 
holding safe. JUNIOR MESLOIS (6) took a big step forward first to second start. Each way player with further 
progression likely. 

Selections 

JOCDOR (5) - JOVIAL (3) - JOYNER SPORT (8) - JUNIOR MESLOIS (6)  



Race 7 - PRIX DES VERVEINES -  2750m WALK-UP E74 HCP APP Monte. Purse EUR €19,000. 

1. GRANIT MESLOIS - 3.75L fourth at Mauquenchy was a good effort and can improve again. Each way 

hope.  

2. GIRL IS MINE - 6L fourth at Le Mont Saint Michel on reappearance. That was a promising run and can 

improve. Interesting.  

3. GRAVITY ABSOLUTE - Not at best recently and was DQ last time. Needs more.  

4. GHOST DE BARB - Run well all starts this campaign. Goes barefoot and has each way claims. 

5. GALION DU HOULBET - Not at best on preps and will need to improve sharply if he is to factor third up. 

6. GRANNY QUICK - Placed five starts ago but regressed recently and needs to re-find form. 

7. GEORKY DE MORGANE - Only career victory came at this track. Should be in good form however having 

placed on three of last five starts. Each way chance.  

8. GOLDEN SLIPPER - Progressing with racing this campaign and placed last time. Each way chance once 

more. 

9. GLADIATOR BOY - DQ on reappearance. Worth excusing that however and would be of interest if judged 

on best form last campaign. Has great course record and easy to fancy.  

10. GIUNCHETO JEEP - Thriving at present having won three and placed twice in last six starts. Should give 

another bold showing so look to keep safe.  

11. GENLOU BLOND - Better run when just missing the placings at Carentan last time. Interesting if building 

upon that.  

Summary: GIUNCHETO JEEP (10) has been thriving this campaign. Won three of last six starts and expected 
to prove hard to beat once more. GLADIATOR BOY (9) rates highly on best form. Won twice and placed from 
four starts at this venue and should give another bold showing. GEORKY DE MORGANE (7) comes into this 
following some good runs in defeat. Can progress further and has an each way chance. GIRL IS MINE (2) 
shaped well when just missing the placings on reappearance. Solid each way claims. 

Selections 

GIUNCHETO JEEP (10) - GLADIATOR BOY (9) - GEORKY DE MORGANE (7) - GIRL IS MINE (2)  



Race 8 - PRIX DES IFS -  2750m WALK-UP F7 Monte. Purse EUR €17,000. 

1. INVICTUS DU MONT - First time starter from the Guillaume Gillis stable. Market check advised.  

2. IBILI DE SALTA - DQ both starts so far including once at this track. Hard to gauge how much ability he 

has.  

3. IDEAL DU GROIZEAU - DQ both starts so far. Been supported for those runs and interesting should the 

money come once more.  

4. IRANCY - DQ all three starts so far and happy to just watch following that sequence.  

5. INSOUPCONNABLE - Midfield at Segre on debut but failed to build upon that when DQ here since. 

Interesting if able to do so.  

6. IPSILON - Was beaten 26.5L here last time. Drops in grade however and will find this more suitable. Each 

way chance. 

7. IGOR DU VAAL - Well beaten on debut and then DQ both runs since. Happy to oppose. 

8. ITALIAN LOVER - Yet to even place in seven starts so far. Looks limited and happy to oppose.  

9. INDY DE JYR - Good 3L third at this track and trip in grade E race. Drops in class and can improve further. 

Big winning chance. 

10. ICARE DU POMMEREUX - Run with credit on both starts so far and open to any amount of progression. 

Each way chance.  

11. IRISKO - Progressing with racing before DQ last time. Worth another chance and has each way claims if 

able to find the finish.  

12. IGOR DE NEUVILLE - DQ the last twice but interesting on placed form before that including in a better 

race than this. Potential threat to all. 

13. ISATIS DES TOUCHES - Progressing steadily with racing this campaign and was beaten 10L into fourth 

here last time. Each way hope.  

14. ISENGARD - Won modest contest at Vire four starts ago but DQ all runs since. Has the ability to factor 

but hard to trust. 

15. INSUS - Placed twice from eleven starts. 12.5L third in this grade last time. Needs more for win purposes.  

16. INSTALL VERDERIE - Won three starts ago but regressed from that level in two subsequent runs. Needs 

to re-find form.  

Summary: Market will prove best guide to chance. INDY DE JYR (9) rates highly on placing last time and can 
improve again. Big winning hope. ICARE DU POMMEREUX (10) has shaped well in two starts so far. Open 
to any amount of further improvement and is easy to fancy. ISATIS DES TOUCHES (13) is progressing 
steadily with racing this campaign. Solid each way pick. IGOR DE NEUVILLE (12) has been DQ the last twice 
but rates highly on best form. Threat to all if able to find the finish. 

Selections 

INDY DE JYR (9) - ICARE DU POMMEREUX (10) - ISATIS DES TOUCHES (13) - IGOR DE NEUVILLE 
(12) 

 


